Women’s League for Conservative Judaism

PASSOVER MATZAH COVER

MATERIALS NEEDED: 4 pieces, each 12” x 12”, of white linen, satin or polished cotton (with selvage edge, if possible)
48” of fringe or other trim to go around the cover.

Passover Matzah Cover has 4 layers:
________________ Top (Embroidered)
________________ Kohen
________________ Levi
________________ Yisrael


2. Place traced design (attached) on top of carbon. Press hard with ball point pen to trace the design onto the fabric.

3. Embroider design in the color of your choice. (Since Pesah is a Spring Festival, we suggest greens in embroidery or silk thread.

4. Stitch – Use either an OUTLINE stitch or, if you wish to fill in the areas, a SATIN stitch.

ASSEMBLE YOUR MATZAH COVER

1. Place the embroidered piece, right side up, on table.
2. Place second piece *underneath* the embroidered piece – right side up.
3. Place the other two pieces on top of the embroidered piece – right side down.
4. Pin first, then stitch the four pieces together along three sides – leaving the side along the bottom of the design open to insert the matzot.
5. Turn inside out, so that the design is on the front.
6. Attach fringe or trim around the edges. Do not close the one side left open for inserting the matzot.

AND THERE IT IS --- YOUR WORK OF ART
DESIGN FOR TRACING ON MATZAH COVER